In the previous analytical description of the neoclassical polarization current effect on the neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs), it is usually assumed that the magnetic island is much larger than the finite-ion-banana-width (FBW). This assumption is questionable when the experimentally observed seed island width of the NTMs is comparable to the FBW. We introduce a simple and direct theoretical method to investigate the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization contribution to the NTM evolution in collisional plasmas. The results show that, the FBW effect can strongly modify the neoclassical polarization current profile near the island separatrix, and thus weaken its probably stabilizing effect on the NTMs.
Introduction
The tearing instability can cause confinement degradation in tokamak plasmas by generating a chain of magnetic islands on the rational magnetic surfaces via the magnetic field line reconnection, while a perturbation of the electric current parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field occurs. It plays an important role in the present tokamak and the planned ITER experiments. Early studies on the tearing mode are based on the 'classical' resistive MHD method in which the evolution of the magnetic islands depends only on a stability parameter ∆ , which is a measure of the free energy available from the magnetic reconnection [1] . It predicts that the tearing mode will be suppressed for ∆ < 0. When the torus effects of the tokamak configuration are taken into account, some important neoclassical mechanisms need to be investigated. Firstly, the flattening of the plasma pressure profile inside the magnetic islands due to the magnetic reconnection can result in a loss of the bootstrap current. This missing bootstrap current can act as an effective perturbation in the opposite direction, which provides a drive for the magnetic island evolution and thus destabilizes an otherwise tearing-stable (∆ < 0) mode [2, 3] . The neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) are characterized by this extra drive. The bootstrap current contribution can be dominant in the early stages of the magnetic island evolution because its magnitude is inversely proportional to the island width, which means that all NTM modes could be unstable and grow to a saturation state. However, in tokamak experiments, the observed seed islands of the NTMs must exceed a threshold width to grow, otherwise the islands would shrink away if they are sufficiently small [4−9] . This indicates that some stabilizing mechanisms exist to suppress the NTMs.
Until now, there is still no clear explanation about the level of the threshold width because of the complicated physics related to the small magnetic islands. Among the possible candidates, the neoclassical polarization current, which is related to the timedependent electric field associated with the rotation of the magnetic islands, has attracted much attention and been investigated analytically [10−15] . Nevertheless, for simplicity, these works have neglected the finite-ion-banana-width (FBW) effect on the neoclassical polarization current by an assumption that the island width is much larger than the FBW of the trapped ion (i.e., w >> w b , here w is the island half-width, w b = √ εv iT /ω cp is the ion banana orbit width, v iT is the ion thermal velocity, ω cp = qB θ /mc is the ion cyclotron frequency under the poloidal magnetic field, ε is the local inverse aspect ratio), while the experimental evidence has already shown that the observed seed island width threshold is just comparable to the FBW. Actually, it can be imagined that, the banana-orbits of some trapped ions close to the island separatrix can partly lie inside and partly outside the islands when the FBW is considered. Therefore, the FBW effect can smooth the discontinuity of the time-dependent electric field at the island separatrix and accordingly influence the neoclassical polarization current profile in its vicinity. Only a few simulation works have dealt with the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization current profile in the region of magnetic islands, but they did not directly study its influence on the NTMs [16−18] . In this paper, we propose a simple method to analytically investigate the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization contribution to the NTM evolution in collisional tokamak plasmas. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we describe the physics of the neoclassical polarization contribution to NTM evolution by a simple physical model. The definitions of the ion-banana-orbit-center coordinates and a banana-orbit average operator are employed to treat the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization current near the island. In section 3, the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization term in the NTM evolution equation is discussed, while a summary of the present work is drawn in section 4.
The physics model

Neoclassical polarization contribution to the NTM evolution
Theoretical description of the NTM evolution is based on the generalized Rutherford equation, which can be expressed in terms of the evolution of the island half-width w as [16, 18] 
Here, η is the resistivity, q is the safety factor,ŝ = (r/q) · dq/dr is the magnetic shear, r is the radial position, R is the major radius, B is the magnetic field strength. In Eq. (1), the (Ω, θ, ξ) coordinate system has been adopted to describe the magnetic island geometry, where ξ = mθ − nϕ − ωt is the helical angle, θ is the poloidal angle, ϕ is the toroidal angle, m and n are the poloidal and the toroidal mode numbers, respectively, ω is the magnetic island rotation frequency in the plasma rest frame, Ω = 2(r − r s ) 2 /w 2 − cos ξ is a flux surface function (B·∇Ω = 0), in which subscript 's' means that the physical quantity is evaluated at the rational surface of the magnetic configuration where the magnetic islands locate. According to its definition, Ω = −1 corresponds to the island center (O-point) and Ω = 1 to the separatrix of the island. In Eq. (1), j n,|| represents the non-inductive parallel current perturbation which comes from various mechanisms driving or damping the tearing modes. In this paper, our main objective is to explore the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization term in the NTM evolution equation. Thus, the only contribution to j n,|| is supposed to be given by the neoclassical polarization current, which is caused by the time-dependent electric field and could generate a perturbed parallel current based on the charge conservation equation ∇ · j = 0.
The time-dependent electrostatic potential in the region of magnetic islands can be obtained by supposing that the mobile electrons short-circuit the parallel field. Thus the condition E || = 0 yields the well-known expression of [16−18] 
where
is a flux-surface function, B θ is the poloidal magnetic field, Θ(x) is the Heaviside function (Θ(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and Θ(x) = 0 for x < 0 otherwise). The first term on the right side of Eq. (2) leads to E × B plasma rotation with the islands, the second term vanishes inside the islands and is a constant on the helical flux surfaces. The radial electric field can thus be written as Fig. 1 shows that, on a radial line through the island O-point, the electric field is a constant inside the island and has a discontinuity at the separatrix. Outside the island, the electric field vanishes far away from the island and its characteristic length of radial variation is the island half-width.
In the tokamak plasmas with a concentric and circular equilibrium magnetic configuration of
where subscript '0' means the value at the magnetic axis, the radial electric field E r can drive the trapped ions to move in the toroidal direction with a velocity v it,ϕ = cE r /B θ [19] . When E r is timedependent, it causes a toroidal acceleration dv it,ϕ /dt = (c/B θ ) · (dE r /dt) which provides an inertia force F in = −m i dv it,ϕ /dt. Therefore, the neoclassical polarization drift velocity of the trapped ions can be obtained as [20] 
where m i and q i are the mass and the charge of an ion. Because the electron neoclassical polarization drift is much smaller (m e /m i << 1), only the behavior of ions are considered here. The passing ions can have the same drift velocity as the trapped ions via ion-ion collisions in the collisional plasma. From the charge conservation equation,
Here,
, n i and T i are the density and the temperature of the ions. According to Eqs. (4) and (6), the perturbed parallel current caused by the neoclassical polarization current has the form of
where (1), the contribution from the neoclassical polarization current to the NTM evolution can be expressed as 3 ) and therefore is important only in the evolution of small islands (whether ∆ pol is positive or negative is related to the island rotation frequency determined by complicated physics of the magnetic islands, and not discussed in this paper for simplicity). When ∆ pol < 0 and the island size is sufficiently small, this neoclassical polarization term can anyway balance the bootstrap current driving term ∆ b (proportional to 1/w) in the island evolution equation, and therefore determine the threshold width for the seed island growth. Eqs. (7) and (8) match the past analytical results based on the neoclassical MHD and the kinetic theories, in which the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization current is neglected by assuming that the island width is much larger than FBW. However, these results may be flawed because the width size of the experimentally observed seed islands in tokamak plasmas is actually of the level of the FBW. In this case, FBW is not negligible and the banana-orbits of some trapped ions near the separatrix can overlap the magnetic islands. As a result, the electric field acting on these trapped ions changes dramatically at different positions on their banana-orbits because of the discontinuity at the separatrix, as shown in Fig. 1 . The averaged electric field felt by the trapped ions can be calculated by the banana-orbit average. It can be imagined that this FBW effect could affect the neoclassical polarization current profile in the vicinity of an island separatrix and thus the island evolution. In some works with the main focus laid on the collisionality dependence of the neoclassical polarization current by employing a numerical 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation, it has been verified that the FBW effects can strongly modify the current profile near the magnetic island separatrix [16−18] . Nonetheless, such an approach of large scale simulations is computationally expensive and the FBW effect on the NTM evolution has not been directly studied. Therefore, a simple physical model, which can analytically treat the important FBW effect on the evolution of the seed islands, is still desirable.
FBW effect on neoclassical polarization current
The FBW effect can be added to Eqs. (7) and (8) by a so-called banana-orbit-average (or bounceaverage) method borrowed from the bounce-kinetic theory [21, 22] . The bounce-kinetic theory is a reduced kinetic description of plasma dynamics based on the existence of the second adiabatic invariant corresponding to the bounce motion of trapped particles. It requires the ordering that the characteristic frequency of plasma dynamics and the banana-orbit width of the trapped particles are much smaller than the bounce frequency and the unperturbed scale length, respectively. The full FBW effect can be retained in the bounce-kinetic description of plasma dynamics after the bounce-average. Here, we are interested in the low frequency NTMs in collisional tokamak plasmas (i.e., ω << υ i << ω b , ω b is the bounce frequency, υ i is the ion collision frequency), which is consistent with the bounce-kinetic orderings.
To investigate the FBW effect, it needs to adopt an ion-banana-orbit-center coordinate system (r b , θ, ϕ) usually employed in the bounce-kinetic theory, where
is the radial position of the ion-banana-orbit-center for a trapped ion and
Here, ω ci is the ion Larmor frequency, the parallel velocity of this trapped ion can be defined as
where σ = ±1 shows the direction of v || , λ 0 = µB 0 /E, µ is the magnetic moment, E = v 2 /2 is the kinetic energy. Because the parallel velocity is zero for a trapped ion at the bounce points, its bounce angle can be derived from Eqs. (5) and (9) as
The trapped/passing boundary corresponds to λ 0 = 1 − ε (i.e., 1 − ε < λ 0 < 1 + ε corresponds to trapped ions and λ 0 < 1 − ε to passing ions). Using Eq. (10) in Eq. (9), the parallel velocity of a trapped ion can be approximated as
which is a function of the poloidal angle. According to Eqs. (9)- (11) and the definition of the bounce-average operator [21, 22] 
the averaged electric field felt by a trapped ion after a banana-period with the banana-center located at r is obtained as
which can cause a neoclassical polarization drift of
Here, superscript '*' indicates that FBW effect has been included. Because the trapped ions with their bananacenters at r may have different values of kinetic energy and magnetic moment (i.e., having different ρ b and θ T ), their drift velocities are different accordingly. The neoclassical polarization current density can be calculated by velocity integral as
). According to Eq. (13), Fig. 2 shows that the normalized neoclassical polarization current can exist inside and its magnitude drops outside the magnetic island, if the FBW effect is considered. Besides, the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization current is stronger for smaller islands. The profile of the neoclassical polarization current is similar to the previous 3D particle simulation results obtained with the HAGIS code (Fig. 2 in Ref. [18] ). 
FBW effect on NTM evolution
Again from the charge conservation equation and Eq. (13), the perturbed parallel electric current generated by the neoclassical polarization current can be expressed as
If the FBW effect is ignored (i.e., assuming ρ b = 0), the above equation can go back to the previous results, such as Eq. (7). With regard to Eqs. (7) and (14), the perturbed parallel current density profile (normalized
iT w 2 ) is shown in Fig. 3 . Compared to j ||,pol , the magnitude of j * ||,pol is dramatically reduced outside the islands and could be in an opposite direction inside the islands.
Substitute Eq. (14) into Eq. (8a), we can get the neoclassical polarization contribution to NTM evolution, which is now defined as ∆ * pol . In order to discuss the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization term, ∆ * pol is studied by varying the island width w (normalized by ρ iT = v iT /ω ci ). Fig. 4 indicates that ∆ * pol /∆ pol << 1 when the island width is small (less than or comparable to w b ). As introduced in Ref. [23] , the bootstrap current driving term ∆ b in the NTM evolution equation can also be weakened by the FBW effect. However, compared to ∆ * b , the neoclassical polarization term ∆ * pol drops much more rapidly as the island width decreases (for example, ∆ * pol /∆ pol ≈ 0.19 and ∆ * b /∆ b ≈ 0.76 for w = w b = 3.35ρ iT with q = 3/2 and ε = 0.2). It suggests that the neoclassical polarization contribution to the NTMs could be strongly suppressed by the FBW effect. Therefore, even though the neoclassical polarization term has a stabilizing effect in island evolution, it is still possible that this term is not large enough to completely balance the bootstrap current driving term as expected in previous predictions without the FBW effect included. This means that other stabilizing mechanisms may play important roles in determining the seed island threshold width. Furthermore, because the banana orbit width of the trapped ions is related to the local inverse aspect ratio, Fig. 4 also demonstrates that the FBW effect on the polarization contribution to NTM evolution is stronger for those islands that locate at rational surfaces with smaller ε, even if the islands have the same width. 
Summary
In this paper, we are only interested in the FBW effect on the neoclassical polarization contribution to NTM evolution, and neglect some complicated physics about the island rotation which actually determines whether the contribution is stabilizing or not. A simple and direct physical method has been presented to treat the FBW effect. Our results have shown that the possible stabilizing effect from the neoclassical polarization term in the island evolution equation can be dramatically reduced by the FBW effect when the island width is small. Therefore, this term could be insufficient to balance the neoclassical drive, which suggests that other stabilizing mechanisms should be considered in discussing the threshold of the seed island. Actually, the physics about small islands is far more complicated. For example, the radial diffusion can also have influence on the plasma pressure gradient and the perturbed electric potential in the region of magnetic islands, and thus affect NTM evolution. The detail of the island threshold mechanism is still a big challenge for both theoretical and simulation researches.
